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CHAPTERR 3 

Explicitt complete curves in the moduli space of 
curvess of genus three 

Thiss chapter appeared as Geometriae Dedicata 56: 185-196 (1995) and 
appearss here with minor modifications. 
©© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 

Considerr Mg, the moduli space of smooth curves of genus g over the field of complex 
numberss C. For g > 2, Mg is a quasi-projective variety of dimension 3g — 3. Note 
thatt Mg is not complete as smooth curves can degenerate to singular ones. In fact, 
MiMi  is affine. However, Mg contains complete curves if g > 3. This follows from 
thee existence of a projective compactification Mg of Mg in which the boundary 
MMgg \ Mg has codimension > 2 (take the closure of the image of Mg in the Satake 
compactificationn of Ag, the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties). 
Thee complete curves are obtained by cutting Mg with sufficiently many hypersur-
facess in general position. An upper bound for the dimension of a complete subvariety 
off  Mg is g — 2 if g > 2 (see [14]). So these complete curves achieve this bound if 
55 = 3. 

Harriss (see [25]) notes that these curves are not very explicit, although construc-
tionss of explicit complete families of smooth curves are known. In [17] an explicit 
one-dimensionall  family is given for every genus g > 4 , but for g = 3 a less explicit 
familyy is exhibited. The aim of this note is to produce explicit examples of complete 
familiess of smooth curves of genus 3 having a moduli theoretic interpretation. 

Inn short the construction is the following. Fix a smooth base curve C3 of genus 3 
andd fix a complete curve F C C3 x C3 \ A. Construct a complete family of smooth 
doublee covers (Cf —  C^J^F-, where -Kf is branched over the two points determined 
byy ƒ E F (in fact such a family may exist only over a finite cover of F due to 
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monodromyy obstructions). To the covers Cf —  C3 we can associate their Prym 
varieties.. We obtain a complete family of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian 
varietiess Prym(C//C3)/Gp, which turn out to be Jacobians of smooth curves if C3 
iss not hyperelliptic. So we get a complete family of Jacobians of smooth genus 3 
curves. . 

Inn the first section we present a specific construction of complete families of 
3-dimensionall  principally polarized abelian varieties, depending on five parameters. 
Thee base is 1-dimensional and the fibers are Prym varieties of branched double 
coverss of curves. We will see in section 2 that these fibers are actually Jacobians 
off  smooth curves. The corresponding families of curves are then constructed via 
thee so-called "trigonal construction'1. Section 3 contains a calculation of invariants 
off  these families, in particular the number of hyperelliptic fibers. Finally, we show 
thatt these families are general in the following sense: the generic smooth curve of 
genuss 3 occurs as a fiber of one of the families. 
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3.11 The construction 

Fixx an elliptic curve E = (E,0). Let <j>  : C3 —  E be a double cover ramified at 
44 points of E, so that the genus C3 is 3. We want C3 to be non-hyperelliptic. This 
turnss out to be an open condition on the four branch points: let B the branch 
divisor,, let B the ramification divisor of <f>,  and let L denote the unique line bundle 
onn E satisfying <j>*L  = Oc3(B). Then C3 is hyperelliptic if and only if B = B\ + B2 
forr some öi,£?2 € \L\ (if C3 is hyperelliptic, then a acts freely on Supp(B) and 
LL —  + ax) for an x € Supp(B)). 

Fixx a point t ^ 0 in E. Set At = {(x,x + t) \ x e E] c E x E. Let 
FF = F(t) C C3 x C3 be the inverse image of At under the natural map 0 x <p : 
C3C3 x C3 —*  E x E. Then in C3 x C3 we have that F C\ A = 0, thus F parametrizes 
pairss of distinct points on C3. If we suppose—as we shall do in the following—that 
tt £ {(f>{p)  — <f>(q)  I p, q ramification points of 0 } , then one easily verifies that F is 
smoothh of genus 9. 

Denotee by TT\ , 7T2 : F —  C3 the maps induced by the projections of C3 x C3 onto 
thee first, respectively the second coordinate, and denote by T^ C F x C3 the graph 
off  7Tj, for i — 1,2. We want to have a double cover of F x C3 ramified precisely 
overr rVj + T^. Such a cover may not exist due to monodromy obstructions. To 
overcomee these, we consider the natural map F —  Pic (C3), x *-*  [ÏÏI(X)  + ^ (x ) ] , 
andd the squaring map sq : P i c1 ^ ) —> Pic2(Cs), LH > L®L. Define the curve B as 
thee fiberd product B — F Xp^ /^) V\cl{Cz). 

BB - Pic^Cs) 

fifi isq 
FF -  Pic2(C3) 

Denotee the map B —  F by ƒ, and set T = T^jo/ + ^7r20ƒ C B x C3. The pull-back 
too 5 x C3 of the universal line bundle over Pic1(Cf3) x C3 gives a line bundle £ on 
BB x C3 satisfying C2 =*  0B x c3 ( r ) . 

Usingg this C we make a double cover C —* B x C3, ramified precisely along I\ 
Thiss is a well-known construction: embed B x C3 in the total space of the line bundle 
correspondingg to OBXC3(^)

 w^h a section s of OBXC3(T) which vanishes precisely 
oncee along I \ Define C as the inverse image of s(B x C3) under the natural squaring 

mapp on local sections C — £ = CsxC3( r ) . Here £ denotes the total space of the 
linee bundle £, by abuse of notation. 

CC -> £ -> £ 2 ^ oBxc3(r) 
ii 1 It 

BxCBxC33 = BxC3 = BxC3 

Thee composition with the projection B x C3 —  B yields a complete family of curves 
7?C7?C  C —> B. Let Cj, denote the fiber of -KQ  C —  B over b € B. Each C& is smooth 
off  genus 6 and maps 2 : 1 to C3 with two ramification points, via the composition 
CC —*  B x C3 —+ C3. Note that the map ƒ : B — F is étale of degree 64, so that 5 
iss a smooth curve, but possibly reducible. Thus ire  C —> B is a complete, possibly 
reduciblee family of smooth curves. 
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Wee can associate to every double covering Cj, —> C3 its Prym variety (see [39]). 
Thiss is a 3-dimensional, principally polarized abelian variety PrymfC^/Cs) = (P, E). 
PP is defined as the kernel of the norm map Nm : Jac(C(,) — Jac(Cs) (which is 
connectedd since Cb —  C3 is ramified). The Jacobian of C3 injects in the Jacobian 
off  Cf,, so up to isogeny Jac(C&) splits as the product of Jac(Cs) and another factor, 
whichh is P. The polarization on Jac(Cfc) gives rise to a polarization of P x Jac(Cs): 
PP x Jac(Cs) —> Jac(C&) — Jac(Ct,) - » Px Jac(Cs). This polarization splits and 
inducess on P twice a principal polarization E. 

Itt is straightforward to globalize this construction. The family nc  C —  B has 
sections.. Thus we have the associated family TTQ  C —  B of Jacobians JC —*  i?. 
Considerr the norm map Nm : JC —> B x. Jac(C3), induced by the usual norm map 
Nmm : JCb -  6 x Jac(C3). Define V as Nm_ 1(£ x 0) C JC. The projection JC -+ B 
yieldss a family -n-p : P —*  B of 3-dimensional principally polarized abelian varieties. 

Wee need Theorem 2.1. The theorem says that the 1-dimensional family of Pryms 
VV —  B is in fact a family of Jacobians of smooth curves. Note that here we use that 
C33 is non-hyperelliptic. For readability the statement and proof of this theorem is 
postponedd to the next section. Summarizing, we have the following result: 

Corollaryy 3.1 The above construction yields a complete, one-dimensional family 
 'V —  B of 3-dimensional Jacobians of smooth curves. 

Notee that the construction depends on five parameters: namely on E, on the double 
coverr <£ : C3 —  E and on the point t e E, Thus we obtain in fact a five-dimensional 
familyy of complete, one-dimensional families of 3-dimensional Jacobians. 

3.22 The corresponding family of curves 

Wee will exhibit the family of smooth curves corresponding to the family of Jacobians 
7rpp : V —> B, using the so-called trigonal construction. We explain this first for a 
singlee Prym variety Prym(Cf,/C3). For the details and proofs we refer to [18]. The 
mapp Cb —* C3 has two branch points, which we denote by p,p' € C3. Consider C3 
canonicallyy embedded in l / ^ i *  — P2- The line through p and p' cuts out on C3 two 
otherr points. Choose one of them and call it p". Let P1 denote the linear system 
\Kc\Kczz — p"\- Projecting from p" determines a three-to-one map C3 —*  P1 = P1 . 

Assumee that this map does not ramify at p or p'. Let C\ (respectively C3 ') 
denotee the threefold symmetric product of Cb (respectively C3). The line P1 embeds 
naturallyy in C\ . Consider the inverse image of P1 C C3 under the natural map 

CCbb —  C3 . This is a curve with two smooth, isomorphic components To,T\. Their 
intersectionn consists of two distinct points g, </, in which they meet transversally. 
Bothh curves map with degree four to P1 and g, q* are simple ramification points on 
eachh curve mapping to the same point on P1. Apart from q and q1 the ramification 
onn the tetragonal curves 7b and T\ arises from the ramification of the g\ on C3. 
Namelyy if C3 — P1 is simply branched over P € P1 , then also the maps 7}  —» P1 

aree simply branched over P. If C3 — P1 is completely branched over P ePl then 
thee maps Tj — P1 have a point of ramification index 3 over P. In particular the 
generaa of the T*  are 3. 
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Iff  on the other hand the triple cover C3 —> P1 is ramified at p or p', then the 
situationn is different. The points q and q' coincide, i.e., the inverse image still has 
twoo smooth isomorphic components To and T\ which meet in one point q, and the 
fourfoldd cover Tj — P1 is totally ramified in q. 

Thee curves To and T\ map naturally to Pic3(Cf>), since they live in Q . The 
normm map Nm : Pic3(C&) —> Pic3(Cs) maps their images to the image of P1 in 
Picc (C3), which is a point. The images of To and T\ in Pic (Cj>) lie thus in a suitable 
translatee of P = ker(Nm : Jac(Ct,) — Jac(Ca)). Moreover, the maps Tj — Pic3(C&), 
ii  = 0,1, induce isomorphisms of principal polarized abelian varieties Jac(Tj) —> 
Prym(Cb/C3).. The trigonal construction goes back to Recillas and was generalized 
byy Donagi. 

Too globalize this construction reconsider the curve F C C3 x C3. Every point 
xx E F=F(t) determines two distinct points 7ri(x),7r2(o;) € C3, and the line spanned 
byy these points in the canonical embedding of C3 we denote by £(x). Let K(x) 
denotee the hyperplane section C3  £(x). Consider the curve 

FF = F(t) = {(x,c)eFxC3\ce Supp(K{x) - TT^X) - TT2(X)) } . 

Thenn F is smooth since F and C3 are. Clearly F maps with degree two onto F. 
Thiss map is ramified in 64 points (see Lemma 3.3 for the computation), hence F is 
irreduciblee of genus 49. A point (x,pfr) of F determines on C3 a 53, namely \Kc3 — 
p"\,p"\, plus two unordered, distinct points contained in a divisor of this £3, namely 
7Ti(x),, 7T2(x). F maps to Pic (C3) via the composition F —̂  F —» Pic (C3), and 
alsoo Pic (C3) does via the squaring map Pic (C3) — Pic (C3). Let É = F XpjC2(c73) 

Picc (C3). Note that B maps two-to-one to B. 
Thee pull-back of C —» B to B yields a double cover C -+ B x C3. The composition 

CC —> B xC% —»£isa one-dimensional family of double covers. The extra structure 
iss a three-to-one map B x C3 —> 5, where 5 is a ruled surface S —> B with fiber 
5{,, = |Ax73 — p"|. Then 5 embeds in B x C3 and its inverse image along the natural 
mapp Óf -  (B x C3) | }  = B x c f }  we denote by T'. The (singular) surface T' 
hass an involution which preserves the fibers of T' —  5 setwise, and its quotient by 
thiss involution we denote by T. The surface T is smooth. The natural map T —+ S 
composedd with the projection S —  B yields a family T —> Z? of smooth tetragonal 
curves. . 

Corollaryy 3.2 The above construction gives a complete, one-dimensional family 
TT —* S1 — -B of smooth, tetragonal curves of genus 3. 
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3.33 Pryms of ramified double coverings of genus 3 
curves s 

Thiss section is devoted to the proof of the theorem below. It shows that the Prym 
varietyy associated to a ramified double covering Z/Z ramified in two points, where 
thee genus of Z is 3, is a Jacobian of a smooth curve as long as the base curve is not 
hyperelliptic. . 

InIn the following let Z be a smooth genus 3 curve, and let irz  Z —  Z be a 
doublee cover of smooth curves, with two branch points p, p' € Z and ramification 
pointss p, p' G Z. Associated to this cover is a (unique) line bundle Lz/z satisfying 
(TTZ)*(L2/Z)(TTZ)*(L2/Z) — ®z(P + P')- The data (Z,p + p',LZ/z) determine the cover irz
ZZ —> Z up to isomorphism. The Prym variety P — Prym(Z/Z) is a 3-dimensional 
abeliann variety which comes with a natural principal polarization, denoted by E. 

Theoremm 3.3 
1.. If Z is hyperelliptic, and ifp,p' are interchanged by the hyperelliptic involution 

ofof Z, then (P, E) is the Jacobian of a smooth irreducible hyperelliptic curve, or 
aa product of two such. 

2.. IfZ is hyperelliptic andp,p' are not interchanged by the hyperelliptic involution 
ofof Z, then (P, H) is a Jacobian of a smooth irreducible hyperelliptic curve. 

3.. If Z is not hyperelliptic, then (P, E) is a Jacobian of a smooth irreducible curve. 
ThisThis curve is hyperelliptic if and only if for some p" G Z, p + p' + 2p" is a 
canonicalcanonical divisor and h°(L~  ̂ (p +p' +p")) = 0. 

PROOF.. Let W = Z/(p ~ p') be the curve obtained from Z by identifying p and p', 
andd let W = Z/(p ~ p'). Denote by ƒjy : Z —  W the normalisation mapping. Note 
thatt pa{W) = 4, pa(W) = 7. 

Thee idea is to use the theory from [6]: the induced map irw : W —> W is 
ann admissible covering in the sense of Beauville, and Prym(Z/Z) = PTym(W/W). 
Heree the right hand side is the Prym variety associated by Beauville to the covering 
W/W.W/W. It lives canonically in 

JW*JW* = {lin e bundles L on W j 2degL = degu; }̂ 

ass P = Prym(W'fW) — {L on W \ NmL = uJwhP(L) even}, and the polarization E 
thenn is - = {L G P | h°(L) > 2} . 

Too prove the theorem, we will show that, unless we are in case (1), dimSingH < 
0.. Since dim P = 3, this shows that in the cases (2) and (3) (P, 5) is a Jacobian. If 
SingHH is a point L G E~~in which case (P, E) is a hyperelliptic Jacobian—we show 
howw L arises from the geometry of Z. 

Notee that the proof is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.10 in [6]. Also 
notee that case (1) is already treated by Beauville (see [6], p. 171). 

Startt by assuming that SingiE is non-empty, say L G Sing(E). We will show 
thatt in the cases (2) and (3) L € E is a uniquely determined point. By [6], Lemma 
4.1,, either h°{L) is > 4 and even or h°(L) — 2, and i*s ® t = s <g) i*t  for a base 
{«,£}}  of H°(W, L), where 1 : W —> W is the involution interchanging the sheets of 
wwww : W — W. 
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Firstt suppose that there is an L € Sing(H), with h°(L) > 4 and h°(L) even. Let 
L\L\ be the pull-back of L to Z. Then deg(Li) = 6, and h°(Li) > 4. From Clifford's 
theoremm it follows that Z is hyperelliptic. The hyperelliptic involution a of Z com-
mutess with %. Moreover, a interchanges the fixed points of i, since all sections of L\ 
comee from sections of L. Hence a descends and Z is hyperelliptic . If we denote 
thee hyperelliptic involution of Z also with a, we see that a interchanges p, p'. So 
wee are in case (1). This is the case in which W has a so-called non-singular g\. 
Non-singularr means that the g\ contains a divisor with non-singular support. It 
followss that (P, E) is a product of hyperelliptic Jacobians (see [6], p. 171). 

Secondly,, suppose that there is an L e Sing(S) with h°(L) — 2, with a base 
{s,{s, t} for h°(L) satisfying s <g> i*t  — i*s <g> t. 

Wee first assume that s, t have the property that either s or t is not zero at the 
singularr point. By [6], lemma 4.4, L is of the form (TTW)*M(E). Here M is a line 
bundlee on W, h°(M) > 2, deg{{7TW)*M{E))  = deg(L) = deg{ujw) = 6. M is non-
singular,, and E is an effective divisor on W with non-singular support such that 
(TTW)*E(TTW)*E e \u)w ® M~2\. Let M\ be the pull-back of M to Z. Then M\ gives an g\ 
orr a g\ on Z. 

Iff  Z is hyperelliptic, a g\ on Z is the unique g\ plus a point. We see that also in 
thiss case the two branch points p,p' of Z —  Z are interchanged by the hyperelliptic 
involution,, and we are in case (1) again. 

Iff  Z is not hyperelliptic, then |Mi| is a g\, E = 0, and the branch divisor p + pr 

iss contained in an element of the system \M\\, say p + p' + p" 6 \M\\. The relation 
Nm^((7rw)*M)) = u>w gives by pull-back Nmz({TtzyM\) — U)Z(P + P')- It follows 
thatt p + p' + 2p" is a canonical divisor, and |Mi| is the pencil \Kz ~ p"\- So we are 
inn case (3) and L = (TTW)*M. 

Finallyy assume that the two sections s, t of L vanish simultaneously at the 
singularr point. Let L\ be the pull-back to Z of L, and set Li = L\{—p — p'). Then 
Nm(L2)) = UJZ, and L\ has sections induced by s, t, which we will also denote by 
s,s, t, and which still satisfy s (g> i*t  = i*s ® t. Then [6], lemma 4.4 applies, giving that 
L*2L*2  = {nz)*{M), where M is a line bundle on Z, h°(M) > 2. It follows that Z is 
hyperellipticc and that M is the line bundle associated with the unique g\ on Z. So 
wee are in case (2) and L is an extension of 7rz*  (M)(p + p') to W. 

Thiss finishes the first part of the proof. We will show in the second part that the 
abovee procedure can be reversed to obtain precisely one singularity of H if we are in 
casee (2). If p and p' satisfy the condition of case (3) then we also obtain precisely 
onee singularity of S. 

Firstt assume that we are in case (2), i.e., Z is hyperelliptic and that p,p' are not 
interchangedd by the hyperelliptic involution. The g\ on Z pulls back to a line bundle 
Z/22 on Z. All extensions of the line bundle L\ — L,2{p + p') to a line bundle L on W 
admitt sections s,t satisfying s (g) i*t  = i*s ® t. There are precisely two extensions 
LL such that Nm^L = u;^, and only one of these is even (see [6], Prop. 3.5). This 
takess care of the second case of the theorem, since we obtain indeed precisely one 
singularityy L of E, showing that (P, E) is the Jacobian of a smooth, hyperelliptic 
curve. . 

Secondly,, suppose that we are in case (3), and that we have a line bundle M\ 
onn Z, with h%(Mi) = 2 and Mi £ Oz{p + p' + p") ^ Oz{Kz - p"). This Mi has 
aa unique extension M to W such that h^{M) = 2. Then Nm^((7r^)*(M)) = UJW-
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Forr Nmjy((7riy)*(M) ) = M2 is an extension of M2 = u>z(p + p') to W having a 
sectionn non-zero at p = p', and u>w is the unique such extension. 

Thee pullback {nw)*(M)  will yield an element of Sing(E) if h^((Trw)*M) = 2. 
Wee have the decomposition 

H°H°èè{{*z)*Mi){{*z)*Mi)  s H%{Mi) 0 H%{Ml <g> Lffz) 

whichh is the decomposition into even and odd parts with respect to the action 
off  the involution i on H^({nz)*Mi). We already have seen that all sections of 

/ / | ( ( T TZ ) * M I ) ++ ^ H%(Mi) extend to W. Also all sections of H^({ir z)
mMi)' S 

H%{M\H%{M\ <g> £^l„ ) extend to W, since such a section is zero at p and p'. It fol-

lowss that /i^((7nv)*Af ) - /i|((7rz)*Mi) , and that / I ^ ( (TT W ) *M ) - 2 if and only 

iff  h%{M\ <g> L^1 ) — 0. So we obtain precisely one singularity (7r^)*M of E if 

andd only if /i°(Mi <g) L^*  ) = 0. Note that M\ ® L~^1 is a theta characteristic: 
ZjZZjZ Z jZ 

MM22 <8> L12.„  = Ozip + p' + 2p") = wz by assumption. D 
Z/Z Z/Z 

3.44 The degree of A and the number of hyperelliptic 
fibers s 

Considerr the family V —* B constructed in section 1. Our aim in this section is to 
computee the degree of A = ci((7Tp)*(Qp,B)) and the number of hyperelliptic fibers 

off  the family n-p : V  B. 

Propositionn 3.4 The degree of X-p/B equals 27. 

PROOF.. Denote by PQ the projection BxC$—+ C3, by pp the projection F x C3 —* 
PB PB 

C3,, and let pc be the composition C —  BxC$ —  C3. The branch locus of C —  BxCz 
iss r = Tni0f + r ^o /  Here rV i0/ denotes the graph of ni o ƒ in B x C3, i = 1,2. We 
denotee the ramification locus of C — ü? x C3 by f = l\rio/ + rV20/ C C. Let u; be 
aa holomorphic 1-form on C3. Let f) = p^u; (respectively fi = p£u>) be its pull-back 
too B x Cz (respectively C), and consider it as a section of the line bundle WB*C3/B 

(respectivelyy u)CfB). 
Wee compute the intersection number (Ï2)2, where by (Q) we denote the divisor 

off  Q. Clearly, (Q) = p*c(u) + f. So 
(h)(h)22 = 2r-p*c{u) + r2 

==  2r-pB(u>)+ 1xT2. 
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Furthermore,, we have 

r-p*r-p* BB(")(")  = deg(f)(rni+r 7T2)-p*F(u;) 

== 2deg ( / ) IVpHw) 

== 2 deg( ƒ) deg(TTi) deg(u;) 

== 16deg(/), 

and d 

r2^deg(/)(r,1+r,2)2 2 

== deg(/)(2r2i+2r7ri.r^) 
== deg(/)(2I*1) 

== 2deg(/)((7r1xid)*Ac3xC3)
2 

== -16deg(/). 

Hence e 
(Ö)22 = 32deg( / ) -8deg( /) 

== 24deg(/). 
Thuss for the family -KQ  C —  B we get deg((nc)*{ci(u)C/B)2)) = 24deg(/). The 
degreee of XC/B

 o n & follows from the relation 12A — {^C)*(CI{(^C/B)2)^ which is a 
consequencee of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch formula. Hence 

deg(Ac / B)=2deg(/)) = 27. 

Wee show that this is equal to the degree of the class X-p/B corresponding to the 
familyy of Pryms np : V —*  B. By definition, Xp/B is the first Chern class of the 
vectorbundlee {^v)*(^p/B) o n  We ^a ve t n e splitting Q1

JC,B = ^p/B®^]sc(C )/S' 
soo that 

Onn the other hand we have {KJ)*{Q1JC/B) — (WC)*(UC/B)- We conclude that X-pjB — 
XQJXQJBB.. In particular deg(Ap/#) = 27. D 

Propositionn 3.5 The number of hyperelliptic fibers ofn-p:P^B is 28  9. 

PROOF.. Let £& = C\bxC3- Here C is the line bundle on B x Cz used to construct 
thee cover C —  B x C3. The cover C&/C3 is determined by the data (C3, f{ni{b)) + 
f(TT2{b)),Cb).f(TT2{b)),Cb). By Theorem 2.1 Prym(C&/C3) is hyperelliptic if and only if there is 
aa p e C3 for which the divisor D = f{ni{b)) + ƒ (7^(6)) + 2p is canonical and the 
thetaa characteristic C  ̂ (D — p) is even. 

Thee first condition depends only on the image ƒ(6) E F. Let 

TT = {xeF\ Oc3(Tri(x) + TT2(X) + 2p) ~ wC3 for some p e C3 } . 

Forr J; € 71 let D be the unique canonical divisor iri(b) + 7r2(&) + 2p. The set 
{{  Cf, I y E f^ix) }  consists of all 225 = 64 distinct roots of 7ri(x) + ^(x) in Pic(C3). 
Itt follows that the set {C^l(D — p) \ b e f~l(x) }  consists of 64 distinct theta 
characteristics,, of which 36 are even and 28 are odd. Hence h = 36  #T. The 
propositionn follows from the following lemma. D 
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Lemmaa 3.6 The cardinality ofT equals 64. 

PROOF.. Consider the curve F = F(t) = { (x,p) | p € Supp(AT(ar) - TTI(X) - 7r2(x)) } 
inn F x C3. F is smooth, since F and C3 are. Clearly T is the branch locus of the 
projectionn F — F. We compute #T by computing the genus of F. 

Lett rf be the degree of the projection of F onto F and d' be the degree of the 
projectionn of F onto C3. By definition d = 2. 

Wee compute </' first by computing this degree not for F(t) but for F(0) instead. 
Notee that F(0) C C3 x C3 is reducible: F(0) = A + A'. Here A' C C3 x C3 denotes 
thee graph of i^, the involution interchanging the sheets of <f>  : C3 —» F. Then F(0) 
consistss of the disjoint union of the tangential correspondence 

{{  O3» q) I Q o n tangent line to <?}  C C3 x C3 

andd the correspondence 

{{  (p,q) \ P + H(P) + Q + »*(«) e \KCs\ } C C3 x C3. 

Itt follows that <f' = 10 + 2 = 12. 
Denotee by F a 'horizontal' fiber F x {c}  and by F a 'vertical' fiber {y} x C3 in 

FF x C3. Let rX i be the graph of the maps TT* : F -> C3, t = 1,2. Then we have (see 
[24],, p. 285): 

FF ~ (d+ 2)F + {df + 4)F - r ^ - r \2 = 4F + 16F - T  ̂ - I V 

Heree ~ denotes linear equivalence. Furthermore, T^ — F 2̂ = 2  A^3 = — 8 and 
r ^^  ITVj = 0 by construction, and KFxc3 ~ 4F + 16F. From the adjunction for-
mulaa it follows that 2pa(F) - 2 = 96, so in particular F is irreducible. Applying the 
Riemann-Hurwitzz formula to the projection F —> F yields the number of points of 
T.T. It equals deg{Kp) - d  deg(#c3) = 96 - 2  16 = 64. D 

Thesee results enable us to determine the intersection of the families T —  B with 
thee hyperelliptic locus. In the Chow group Al{M$) (with Q-coefficients) denote by 
[HZIQ[HZIQ  the Q-class of the hyperelliptic locus, and by A the class c\(Tr*(uJc3/M3)) (see 

[41]).. In A\Mz) we have that [W3]g = 9A (see [25]). Let [B] Q be the Q-class of the 
imagee of B in M3. Then 

deg([B}deg([B}QQiX]iX] QQ)) = deg(A|é) = 2deg(A|B) = 28. 

Thee relation [W3]Q = 9AQ implies that deg([J9]g  (W3]Q) = 9  28. We have 9  28 hy-
perellipticc fibers on B by Corollary 3.3. If we let b e B be a point such that the fiber 
%% is hyperelliptic, it follows that the intersection multiplicity Ï ( [5 ]Q , [W3]Q; b) = 1. 

Thiss multiplicity is computed on the base of the versa! deformation space of %. 
Thee tangent space to the versal deformation space in the point corresponding to 
%% is Hl(Tb,Qf,), where 0f, is the tangent bundle of %. The tangent direction of 
BB in Hl (7ft, 6ft) is the image of the Kodaira-Spencer map Tgfc —  Hl{%,&b), and 
thee tangent space to the hyperelliptic locus is the subspace of Hl{%, 6&) invariant 
underr the hyperelliptic involution on Hl(%, 9&). So we conclude that the image of 
thee Kodaira-Spencer map in Hl(%,<èi,) is not contained in the invariant subspace 
off  the hyperelliptic involution acting on Hl(Tf,,&b)- However, we don't know how 
too prove this directly. 
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3.55 The surjectivity of the Prym map 

Lett 72-3,2 be the moduli space of tuples (C,p + p', L), where C is a smooth curve of 
genuss 3, p + p' is an effective divisor of degree two on C such that p  ̂ p', and L is a 
linee bundle on C such that L2 = Oc(p + p'). Such a tuple (C,p+p',L) determines 
aa double cover of smooth curves C - » C to which we can associate its Prym variety 
Prym(C,pp + p', L). This operation yields a morphism Vr : 7£3,2 —> -43, where ^3 is 
thee moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension 3. We call 
thiss the Prym map. 

Lett 1lf2 c 7̂ 3,2 be the locus of tuples (C,p + p',L) with the property that 
CC admits a map of degree 2 to an elliptic curve. We will denote the restriction 
off  the Prym map to llf2

 a l so by Vr. The aim of this section is to show that 
VrVr : TZf2 —* .A3 is dominant. Note that the dimension of 7̂ 3,2 is 8 and that both 
7^|'22 and A3 are of dimension 6. Hence if the morphism Vr : H%u

2 —> A3 is dominant, 
itit  is also generically finite. 

Wee compute the codifferential of Vr. After taking appropiate finite level struc-
tures,, we may assume that 7Zf2 and ^3 are smooth. Since 7^2 is an unramified 
coverr of A/3^, we identify the cotangent spaces at the points (C,p + p',L) € 7^2 
andd (C,p + p') € M^2- The identification of the cotangent space T*M (C t) with 
H°(C,H°(C, 4 ( p + p')) thus gives us T 2̂(Cp+p,L) - H°(C, u2

c(p + p')). * 

Lett (A, 6) be a point of A3. We identify its cotangent space T\ ,Ae) with 
SS T*A 0, the symmetric square of the cotangent space to A at the origin, by standard 
identifications.. In our case (A, 6) =_Prym(C,p + p', L). From the definition of 
Prym(CyC)) as the odd part of Jac(C) (see [39]) and the splitting H°{C,UJÓ) * 
ff°(C,ff°(C, u>c) 0 H°(C,OJC ® L) it follows that T * ^ ^ ^  ̂ *  H°(C,uc®L). 

Usingg these identifications, the codifferential 

Vr*Vr*  : S2H0{C,uc® L) -> # ° ( 0 £ (p + p')) 

iss the composition of two natural maps: the cup-product S2H°(C, uc <8> L) ~* 
H°(C,wlH°(C,wl ® L2) followed by the identification H°(C,u% ® L2) ^ H0{C,u2

c{p+p')) 
inducedd by the isomorphism L2 = Oc(p + p')-

Thee codifferential is computed in [6] for the Prym map 7£5+i —  Ag, where 7£s+i 
iss the moduli space of_"admissible" double covers. We obtain the above result by 
embeddingg 7£3i2 into 7£4 via (C,p + p', L) 1-» (C/(p ~ p'), L). 

Supposee that C admits an elliptic involution, i.e., an automorphism of order 
twoo such that the quotient is an elliptic curve. Then H°(C,JQ) decomposes into 

ss i / ^ O j ) * . Embed the space #°(C,o£) into / f ° ( C , ^ (p + p')). 
Thenn the cotangent space T*(H^ii)(Cjf+j/,L) to ^ 3 " a t (C'P+P'I L) c an De identified 
withh the quotient H°{C,w%(p + p,))/H°(C,u%)-'. The codifferential of TZf2 -> A3 
inn the point (C,p + p',L) is the composition 

S2( i /°(Oc®® L)) - H^C^Up + p')) -> H°(C^2
c(p + p'))/H°(C,u;2cr (*) 

Wee compute this codifferential in one specific point of 72|'2- Let C48 be the plane 
quarticc curve given by the equation X4 + Y(Y3 + Z3) = 0. It has an automorphism 
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groupp of order 48 and admits the elliptic involution X >-  —X, Y  Y, Z >-» Z. This 
curvee has 4 hyperflexes and 16 ordinary flexes. Let q = (0,1, — 1), p = (0,0,1) and 
p'p' = p" = (1,77,0), with 77 a fourth root of —1. The points p and q are hyperflexes 
andd p1 = p" is a ordinary flex. If we let L be the line bundle öcAS(2q - p"), the 
tuplee (ds,P + P*\ L) is a point of TZ^l2. 

Lemmaa 3.7 The codifferential of the Prym map Vr : 7^|" —  As in the point 
(C48)) P + P/>L) has maximal rank. 

PROOF.. The canonical embedding of C48 C P2 and the isomorphism 
H°(C4s,H°(C4s, UJ®L) = HQ{C/[&,ijj 2{—2q—p")) enable us to write down an explicit base for 
thee space H°(C^, w®L). This gives six generators for the image of S2H°(C^, u<g)L) 
inn HQ{CAs,uj2{p + p')). Embedding H°{C^iJ{p + j/)) * HQ{Cw,uz{-2p")) in 
H°(C^,UJH°(C^,UJ33)) = H0(P2,O(3)) we get six homogeneous forms of degree 3. 

Alsoo we embed H°{C/&,u2)~ in i/0(P2,O(3)) and write down a base. In fact, 
iff  Lp" is the equation of the flex line through p" then the two forms XYLp» and 
XZLp')XZLp') form a base. A straightforward calculation shows that these eight forms 
aree linearly independent in tf °(P2,0(3)). G 

Corollaryy 3.8 The Prym map Vr : 1Zf2 —  A3 is dominant and generically finite. 

Corollaryy 3.9 The generic curve of genus three occurs as a fiber of a family T —  B 
appearingappearing in Corollary 1.2. 




